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Emerging recommendations
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Discussion
• What else would increase the value of the Review for SG?
• What windows of opportunity might there be to connect to key
initiatives?
• What will the SG process be after submission of the Review
Recommendations?
• Ownership of the response to the Review?
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Origin of the Review

Scottish
Government,
SNH and others
should establish a
Scottish Environmental
Information Forum (SEIF)…
Calling on the
Scottish Parliament to urge
the Scottish Government to
establish integrated local and
national structures for collecting,
analysing and sharing biological
data to inform decision making
processes to benefit
biodiversity

09/01/2009

…SEIF should review the role,
funding and coverage of LRCs
and other local options for
biological data management
across Scotland as part of the
process to ensure that the
necessary structures are in
place to collect and
disseminate biological
information
across Scotland

14/12/2010

Approach
Literature Review

✔

Interviews with key stakeholders

✔

Public Questionnaire

✔

X-Sector Workshops

✔

Business case and recommendations

In
progress

1975 to 2016

47 ‘influencers’
from 42
organisations

290 in total, 156
anon + 134 from
95 organisations

66 people from 39
organisations @1+

SBIF Advisory Grp
on 28th June

Literature review
1975: The present financial situation and attitudes to biology in Scotland is not encouraging. We must plan
for a brighter future… This is a time of change - the very time to press a case and win it. The needs of the
planners and the conservationists should be carefully analysed; the currently diverse and uncoordinated
network of data banks should be unified and improved to cope with the increasing amount of biological
information. [Source: Conference on biological recording in Scotland, A. Ritchie]
1988: A considerable amount of the information is not easily available, and so is not used by those who
require it. lf the nation is to profit from its reservoir of recording talent and have the ability to make planning
and conservation decisions from a firm base, there must be a commitment to invest in the setting-up of an
efficient network… A coordinated national recording network could operate at less or the same total costs at
present spent on recording by a multiplicity of bodies. The proposed network could be self-financing if it
could channel the information currently commissioned from a wide variety of people... A continuing
supervisory body should be established to oversee local records centres. [Source: Biological Survey Need &
Network, R.J. Berry]
1995: If a re-organisation for improved coordination and accuracy of biological recording is to be
implemented the options necessary to support a business case must be expressed clearly, the necessity for
change being spelt out rationally; defined in specific policies, after the potential roles of participants have
been clarified and agreed by the recording community, <in a way> which can be readily understood by the
public. Clear and far-sighted, authoritative leadership will be essential. [Source: Biological Recording in the
United Kingdom, J. Burnett, C.J.T. Copp, P.T. Harding]
2016: LOCAL AUTHORITIES SHOULD PURSUE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SHARED SERVICES. Radical solutions
need to be realised. Shared services would be particularly helpful in specialist areas where it is unrealistic to
expect all local authorities to maintain a high level of expertise in-house. [Source: An Independent Review of
the Scottish Planning System]
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Recorders
Verifiers
Collection Curators
Recording Group Operators
Recording Scheme Operators
Service Providers
Service Users
Funders
Data Providers
Data Users
Data Developers
Facilitators

Questionnaire findings
Some things are working well (e.g. online recording and training) and some are
working less well (e.g. data submission, verification and access to resources)

Not happy

Not sure/don't know

Collection Curator (n=23) 4.3% 4.3%
Service User (n=40)

91.3%

7.5% 5.0%

Recorder (n=238)

Happy

8.8%

7.6%

83.6%

Funder (n=11)

18.2%

81.8%

Scheme Operator (n=16)

18.8%

81.3%

Verifier (n=64)

18.8%

Facilitator (n=10)

7.8%

20.0%

Data User (n=112)

13.4%

Group Operator (n=26)
Data Provider (n=40)

10.0%

70.0%
69.6%

15.4%

25.0%

Data Developer (n=18)

73.4%

17.0%

15.4%

22.2%

Service Provider (n=24)

69.2%
7.5%

67.5%

11.1%

66.7%

62.5%
0%

10%

Service
Providers are
least happy
about Open
Data because
of the need to
cover costs...

87.5%
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Business case and recommendations

Key issues
Lack of long term funding

Lack of joined-up governance and
collective leadership/synergy

Cost and distance
involved in taking part

Being a Public Good

Multiplicity
of systems

Local
data
silos

Confusion and
duplication around
data submission

Cost of
‘data
sleuthing’

Low
digital
maturity

Data exploitation with
no return to the
infrastructure or
Recorders (free-riders)

Competition
for resources

Best versions withheld
Fear of loss
of IPR

Pressure on
SuperVols

Chronic under-investment
Lack of parity
of esteem

Central/UK
Infrastructure

National/Scottish
Infrastructure

Local and Regional
Infrastructure

NBN Trust

[NBN Scotland]

LERCs, Recording Groups,
Biodiversity Partnerships

Open Data
resistance

Super Partner
Infrastructure
National Schemes, NNSS,
Collections, State of Nature

Drivers for change
1. Insufficient sustainable funding and resources to operate
the biological recording infrastructure effectively
2. Demand for timely access to Open Data of known quality
3. Demand for complete coverage for service provision
4. Proliferation and complexity of competing data flows
causes inefficiency, confusion and frustration
5. Insufficient support for, and recognition of, volunteers
involved in biological recording
6. Demand to achieve the Scottish Biodiversity Strategy and
UN Sustainable Development Goals/Aichi Targets

1975
“The present financial situation and attitudes to biology in Scotland is not encouraging. We must
plan for a brighter future… This is a time of change - the very time to press a case and win it...”
[Source: Conference on biological recording in Scotland, A. Ritchie]

Objectives
1.

Establish and embed preferred models for data flow, service
provision, governance and funding

2.

Provide consistent high quality services equally accessible to all
public bodies in support of their statutory biodiversity duty and
strategic goals

3.

Better facilitate and grow the network of volunteer Recorders and
Verifiers who are actively supporting, and being supported by, the
infrastructure

4.

Facilitate the open provision of biological records from all sectors for
onward dissemination via a single central data repository

5.

Establish a feedback mechanism for Recorders and Data Providers to
showcase the use of their records and value of their contribution

6.

Be universally recognised and valued for being the definitive
provider of biological records in Scotland as a common evidence
base for all purposes, all sectors and all generations

Benefits and business changes
DATA FLOW
IMPROVEMENTS

SERVICE
IMPROVEMENTS

GOVERNANCE
IMPROVEMENTS

FUNDING
IMPROVEMENTS

CULTURAL
IMPROVEMENTS

DEGRADATION OF BIODIVERSITY, DEGRADATION OF DATA, UNNOTICED INNS ARRIVALS…

Avoided costs

Benefit dependency network

Contribution to goals
Protected
environment
Sustainable
economy

Health
Skills
Community

Examples of value
Central/UK
Infrastructure

• Single, central, open access biodiversity evidence base for all with clarity on data flow

• Lead governance organisation facilitating affiliation, cohesion and risk management

£ Billions
National
Infrastructure

• National product ownership for NBN Atlas; bespoke national services/reporting; Aichi Target support
• Innovation and collaboration across all sectors; links to digital collections and enriched data

£ Billions

Regional
Infrastructure

• Equal access to high quality biodiversity information services for all Local Authority areas in Scotland
• Encouraging Recorders to submit records and cover gaps; connecting beginners and experts alike

£ Millions

Super Partner
Infrastructure

• Increased verifier capacity, support for key volunteers, succession planning, taxon expertise maintained

• Costs covered for ‘public service’ platforms (e.g. BSBI Plant DDb), so securing key resources and access

£ Millions

Communities

• Improved access to improved digital services, greater empowerment in citizen decision-making
• Greater support for deprived/remote communities – access to events, equipment, training and experts

£ Millions

Scottish
Government
£ Billions

• World-leading infrastructure to aid decision-making (sustainable economy, protected nature)

• Popular activities getting people outside discovering nature (health/skills/community)

Examples of value

©North Harris Trust

©Ellen Wilson

©Scottish Government

©Ellen Wilson

©Cruise Scotland

©RSPB

©Ellen Wilson

©Ellen Wilson

©Communityplanning.net

©Miller Homes

©Ellen Wilson

©Outer Hebrides Recording Group

©Ellen Wilson

Emerging recommendations
1. IMPROVED DATA FLOW
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Renewed commitment to NBN and NBN Atlas and a Scottish ‘Product Owner’
Data supply mandated as a condition of funding/consent/affiliation, via regulation or good practice
NBN ‘kitemark’ for affiliated routes, iRecord as the route for adhoc records, regional recorder support
Recorder 6 to evolve into a central data management portal for local use
Financial support for costs of Platform Partners who provide ‘public service platforms’
Verification capacity building via Expert Partner funding and Community funding for verifiers
System simplification programme with a rationalised platform road map
LERC funding replaced with funding for ‘Regional Hub Partners’ open to a wider range of partnerships via NBN Trust
Use feedback built into automated services in future

2. IMPROVED SERVICE PROVISION
‒ Focus on service improvement and consistent provision of a core set of services coordinated via NBN Scotland
‒ Service design programme using a business analysis approach supported by NBN Scotland

3. IMPROVED GOVERNANCE & CULTURE
‒
‒
‒
‒

NBN Trust given special status as Lead Governance Organisation coordinating National and Regional Hubs
Hosting of partners to share back end office services with access to professional HR support
Training of all partners in use of ‘agile’ and ‘business analysis’, One Team profile and parity of esteem
Bringing together/repackaging of NBN Trust and BRC skills and remit to unify data management elements

4. IMPROVED ENGAGEMENT & CONTRIBUTION
5. IMPROVED FUNDING
‒ Establishment of funding of ≥£3 million per annum for Scotland (e.g. a biodiversity levy/business rates, or subscriptions)

6. TRANSITION BY 2025

Potential components
NBN Atlas
development and
operation
Affiliated
Partners/Route
Directory

National Hub for
Scotland

Regional Hubs for
Scotland

National service
design & Product
Owner

Regional service
design

National service
directory

Recorder
recruitment

Bespoke data
products/analysis
tools

Kit & training
bursaries

Central/UK
Infrastructure

National
Infrastructure

Regional
Infrastructure

NBN Trust

NBN Scotland
National Hub

NBN Regional Hubs

iRecord
development and
operation
Recorder 6
development and
operation
UK Species
Inventory

Verifier support

Major recording
scheme platform
development and
operation

Recording group
support/outreach

iRecord support for
minor schemes

School/university
support/outreach

Collection curator
capacity building

Community group
support/outreach

Expert verifier
capacity building

Support for
expeditions in
remote areas/for
taxonomic gaps

System
simplification

Super Partner
Infrastructure

Communities

Collections, State of Nature, Verifiers, recording groups,
NNSS, National Schemes
schools, community groups

Why now?

Amateur expert resource is
dwindling, complexity of data
flows, gaps in data collection
and service provision; but
massive consensus and
collective energy from SBIF
community…
Government funding
(Aichi Target 20)
is reducing and
Open Data is
changing
business models

Pressures on the
environment are causing
a biodiversity crisis:
from farming, forestry,
INNS, climate change,
hydrological change

Sustainable
economy

Technological advances are enabling
a huge increase in data collection
and so pressures on verification

Significant dependencies
between our National Outcomes
and a biodiversity evidence
base, taxonomic skills and
Community
community engagement
(connecting people with nature)

Protected
environment
Health
Skills

Scalable investment choices
£0.5m-£1m

Value

£0.75m-£1m

£0.25m-£0.5m

£0.5m-£1.5m

•Museums and Gardens
•National Schemes
•Non-Native Species Secretariat
•State of Nature Partnership

Regional Hubs
•Recorder support
•Local Authority support
•Local engagement

•National Product Development
•Bespoke tools and reporting
•National list and layer curation

•UK Product Development
•Data Partner support
•Standards and affiliation
•UK Species Inventory
•Data warehouse and aggregation

Super Partners

•Verifiers
•Recorders & Recording Groups
•School, University & Community Groups

National Hub

UK Hub
£1m-£2m

Local Communities

Annual operating costs of
c. £2.5m-£6m for Scotland
With the potential for other UK countries to share central
and super partner costs to halve the total cost for Scotland
Some opportunity to develop interim funding through
grant applications and partnership working
Phased and agile approach, active benefits management
and engaging progress reporting

Huge public engagement potential for all sectors,
communities and ages; positive x-party political support

Annual Costs

£

Next steps
Subject to funding

Review Phase

Advocacy Phase

• Business case and
recommendations
• Close down the
Review ASAP

• Priming of Funders
• Decision by Scottish
Government et al
• Holyrood reception
with Species
Champions?

Implementation
Phase
• Central systems and
governance
• National and
regional services
and support

How you can help



